Intro
Soaring above the Las Vegas strip, two imposing towers intrigue and mystify
tourists and locals alike. One stands for opulence, the other for decadence - heaven
and hell, sin and perfection. Everything you could ever ask for in a city known for
keeping its secrets.
Heaven Tower
The Heaven Tower floats toward the sky as if it belongs amongst the clouds. Waiting
inside…the living definition of Heaven on Earth. Every dream is made reality, any
wish will come true, the true meaning of decadence. In the day this sleek building
glistens in the Nevada sun. At night it is just as graceful, a divine light radiates from
within, casting a stunning blue glow onto the Strip below.
Hell Tower
Hell Tower is a monstrous building that appears to have exploded to the surface
from the earth’s core. This monolithic tribute to debauchery and sin is imposing
enough during the day but at night it emits and eerie glow that could only be made
by something that came from the molten hot center of the underworld.
Lagoon Show
Even among the hustle and bustle of the strip it’s impossible to ignore the firestorms
and dazzling water display of the lagoon show in front of the Heaven & Hell towers.
The resort comes to life with a nightly war between the realms of good and evil.
Fountains of shape shifting fire engulf the lagoon and rapidly spread to the Hell
tower, erupting in massive inferno atop the colossal structure. An inspiring
spectacle of dancing water transforms into a blinding blue light that climbs from the
lagoon, overtaking the Heaven tower. The spectacular can be seen from both towers
as well as the viewing areas and pedestrian bridges in front of the resort.
Lobby and Atrium
After passing over the lagoon and entering the lobby you are immediately
confronted by the split personalities of the Heaven & Hell Casino. To the right of the
space, the check in desk appears as a sleek white entity, floating on a beam of
ethereal blue light. Across the way the Concierge’s counter has been asked to return
to Earth and the once sleek structure has now begun its decent back into the
netherworld. Peering through the glass ceiling you can see the spectacular Heaven
Tower to the right, soaring upward towards infinity and the alluring Hell Tower
waiting to the left. Ahead, a wall of fire clashes with a wall of water, on either side, a
choice – Heaven or Hell.
Once through the tunnel you are greeted by an immense space, an atrium lobby that
extends in all directions. At the center of the lobby is a humongous sculpture, a
representation of hell rising from the center of the Earth to declare war on Heaven.
It is met by an equally immense chandelier, which descends downward from the
clouds, emitting the same ethereal glow that is present throughout the Heaven
tower. Overhead the powers of good an evil are locked in eternal battle, bright blue

skies fight to overcome the attack of black and ominous storm clouds. From the
atrium area the casino floors can be seen extending below the towers and beyond.
This large multilevel space is a point of convergence for those who have chosen
opulence or indulgence. Rising above an into the clouds is the elevator to Heaven,
across the room you can see down into Temptation, a bar firmly planted within the
realm of sin, expanding far below the rest of the open lobby.
As paths diverge from the atrium, one heads right and the other veers left. The path
to the left travels downward through Hell – the colors are deep reds accented in
black. The floor glows with the fading light of burning embers, peeking out from
behind tiles of black volcanic stone. Burning orange flames flow across the wall,
reading your mind as you pass by, morphing into shapes and objects that spell out
your deepest desires. Immediately you realize that this is a place where cravings
become reality, no matter how sinful they are. As you approach the elevator you see
that this is not your average elevator…this is the gateway to a realm of temptation
and sin. Sinners go to Hell for fun and this elevator travels straight down to a fiery
playground of excess and vice.
The path to the right travels higher, through a lavish space of light, luxury and
extravagance. It flows seamlessly through the environment, seemingly floating
through the lobby and around objects that also appear to be hovering just above the
ground, giving the entire space a sense of floating on air. The colors are a clean and
light combination of white and silver accented by light blues and blue and white
lighting. You feel as if anything you desire could instantly materialize out of the
ever-present celestial glow radiating from everything around you. Once you’ve
crossed over into the elevator you ascend into a realm of opulence, where you are
spoiled with all of the luxuries you deserve.
Heaven Room
Once you reach your Heaven Tower suite you can look down on earth from the
clouds. This temple of luxury allows you the opportunity to sleep in pure
weightlessness, bathe in the natural light let in by the glass walls of the tower, and
bathe in the glowing water of the suites rain shower. Like the rest of heaven, clean
lines and a light aesthetic defines this space. Cloth materials are, plush, soft, lush and
smooth. Hard surfaces are clean, light and graceful. When you finally decide to retire
from you night of lavish partying you can do so under the fiber optic stars
embedded into the ceiling.
Hell Room
For those who chose the left path and made the decent into the pit of lust and
debauchery you are welcomed into your Hell Tower room by pallet of deep reds and
black along with plenty of mirrors on the wall and ceiling to open the space.
Through the windows of the tower you can gaze out on the city of sin or watch
scantily clad bodies fill the pools in the courtyard below. Every corner of this space
is meant to stimulate your cravings for all things sinful – from showers that rain fire
to the large brass poles that extend from floor to ceiling in the corner of the room.

The underside of the bed glows with the familiar light of the burning embers found
throughout the rest of the Hell Tower. Projected flames erotically dance along the
walls. The burgundy silk sheets could make for a restful nights sleep but in the
house of sin, these extra large beds are more often used for other iniquitous
pleasures. Lucky the ornately carved black bedframe is strong enough to support
more than the average bed.
Pool Area
Placed underneath the shadow of the dueling towers is the resorts outdoor and pool
area. With ample space to soak up the harsh Las Vegas rays, the pool area is also an
ideal place to cool off in Divinity, the largest pool at the resort. In the daytime
Divinity’s cabanas are great places to get drink service and cool off in the shade. At
night, the edge of the pool seems to float effortlessly over the water as it comes to
life with the same holy glow radiating from the tower itself.
Across from Divinity is Corruption, a pool and large hot tub that appear as if they
burst through the ground along with Hell Tower. Large rock formations jet up from
the Earth and line the edges of the pool, which appears as a giant hot spring in the
middle of the Las Vegas desert. In the center of the pool are two tall rock formations
that ride up from the water to release fire from the underworld into the air. At night
the pool glows with an eerie red orange glow, almost as if it were actually molten
lava.
Although both sides have their own respective bars, Final Destination is the primary
bar for the pool area. Each side of the bar sells drinks themed to Heaven or Hell, the
bartenders are very loyal to their chosen side, every once in a while it’s fun to pit
them against each other to see who makes better drinks.

